ROCK

YO U R WO R KO U T
If you’re a serious competitor, you know that
looking lean, tight, and toned is important and a
definite bonus of working out hard... but it’s only
one part of the equation. You also want to feel
great, be in top form, and have the energy and
endurance to push yourself to the max and be the
best every single time you compete.
Limitless Worldwide’s hardcore, science-based
ROCK system is designed for those who want
peak performance and the power to push
themselves to the very top.
Find Your Limitless.

Electrify™

Force™

Take 2 capsules
1 hour before exercise

Take 2 capsules
1 hour before exercise

Thrive™-hGH

5-7 AM
7-9 AM (Breakfast)
9-11 AM
11 AM-1 PM (Lunch)
1-3 PM
3-5 PM
5-7 PM (Dinner)
7-9 PM
9 PM-12 AM

Take 4 capsules on an empty
stomach, 2 hours after eating
or drinking nothing but water

Rock Your Workout
HOW IT WORKS
Whether you are a marathon runner, tri-athlete, biker,

And finally, the ultimate life-enhancing component of

CrossFit competitor, or any other athlete, Limitless

the ROCK system, astoundingly popular Thrive™-hGH

Worldwide’s ROCK system is perfect for you.

capsules, which you take on an empty stomach, two

Limitless Worldwide’s ROCK your Limitless includes

hours after dinner.

our incredible Electrify® and Force™ formulations.

Thrive’s patented formula has been clinically validated

One hour before your workout, you take 2 capsules of

to increase the body’s natural production of serum

each. Electrify’s bioactive compound was tested in a

growth hormone levels by a mean of eight-fold in men

randomized controlled trial before, during, and after

and women.* HGH has been touted to have multiple

a workout to produce greater oxygen uptake (VO)

anti-aging, energy, muscle-building, and sleep-

and increased energy expenditure for up to 3 hours,

improving benefits.

causing users to burn significantly more calories.* The

Thrive-hGH is protected by U.S. Patent Numbers 8,551,542; 8,715,752; 8,722,114;

functional compound in Force was tested in a doubleblind controlled trial and demonstrated increased

8,734,864; 8,747,921; 8,747,922; 8,765,195; 8,808,763; 8,808,764; 8,815,311;
9,066,953; 9,198,889; 9,238,023; 9,339,490; and Canadian Patent Number 2840809.

VO2 Max, longer time to reach exhaustion, and cut 24
seconds off a 6-mile time trial ride.* Awesome!

COMPANION PRODUCTS

Stride®
120 CAPSULES

GlyStrictin™
Complex

SkinnyStix®
20 SACHETS

30 CAPSULES

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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